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Introduction

The California Tobacco Control Program (CTCP) of the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) commissioned this review to address the environmental impacts and health issues related to the cellulose acetate cigarette ‘filter’. Although this document will continue to use the term ‘filter’ throughout the following discussion, it is clear that it does not truthfully describe the function of this commercial cigarette additive. This product additive was attached to 99.8% of the 202.9 billion commercial cigarettes sold by major manufacturers in the United States in 2019. According to The Tax Burden on Tobacco, there were 12.46 billion filtered cigarette sold in California in 2019. A substantial proportion of the butts from these cigarettes may end up as tobacco product waste (TPW) in the California environment, whether improperly discarded by smokers or dumped from waste bins into landfills.

Cigarette butts, mainly the cellulose acetate filter, have been the most commonly picked up item on International Coastal cleanups worldwide for almost all of the last 30 years. In addition, urban litter audits have identified cigarette butts as 10-20% of small item litter in multiple cities. In 2020, nearly a million were picked up on the International Coastal Cleanup, held each September, but this was far less than the more than five million picked up globally in 2019 (likely a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, with widespread reduction in group activities, non-essential travel, and socialization). Cleanup activities call attention to the problem of filter-related TPW, but unless they are conducted with scientific rigor, they do not represent a valid surveillance system for monitoring this type of waste. In fact, during 2020, the US Federal Trade Commission reported the first increase in cigarette sales in 20 years. Although some
smokers were concerned that smoking increased risks for COVID-19 transmission, there are reports of increased cigarette smoking associated with the stresses induced by the pandemic. This review will provide a foundation for possible policy interventions related to the cellulose acetate filter and its contribution to TPW. Several important reasons underlie the need for this review. First, because cigarette butts have been such a significant item of trash picked up on beach and urban cleanups in California and globally for most of the last three decades, and because laboratory and field studies have shown the potential for this waste through improper disposal to leach toxic chemicals into waterways, landfills, and the environment, environmental and tobacco control advocates have suggested enacting more specific regulations to alleviate this environmental risk. Second, in order to develop policies to reduce TPW and its environment footprint, it is important to establish the scientific evidence surrounding the lack of utility for the cellulose acetate filter in terms of protecting the health of smokers, its potential environmental toxicity, and possible policy options to mitigate the environmental or health impacts of the cellulose acetate filter as TPW. There is widespread misunderstanding about the value of the filter itself in terms of reducing the adverse impacts of smoking. However, it is clear that the filter has not reduced the harms of smoking since it became an essential part of the commercial cigarette over the last sixty years. Third, there is an additional public health concern that discarded butts may be a significant source of microplastic and chemical pollution of California’s natural aquatic environments, both in coastal and inland areas. Discarded butts may be
considered a public environmental nuisance and a non-point source of toxic waste that may be subjected to new environmental regulation.\textsuperscript{15,16}

Fourth, and most importantly, CTCP can use the information from this review to engage more expansive and integrative educational interventions and partnerships in order to reduce the potential impact of tobacco product waste on human health and the environment.

This paper will first review the history of the cigarette filter, including how it has been designed, marketed, and relied upon to sell cigarettes. This discussion will address the health concerns related to the growth of the filtered cigarette market over the last 60 years. Next, it will discuss the anatomy of the filter, its chemistry, ecotoxicity, and design features such as ventilation, flavorings, coloring, and other components. This will include the issues of biodegradability and recycling schemes as well as various additions and modifications such as charcoal and flavorings. Third, it will review studies on knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs about filters by smokers and the public, including a discussion on tobacco industry efforts to influence public opinion or policy regarding filters and their environmental concerns. Finally, this review will discuss past and future policy approaches related to the filter through product regulation, design changes, or sales restrictions.
Methods

Searches were conducted in PubMed and Scopus using key phrases including “cigarette filter,” “cellulose acetate filter,” “filter ecotoxicity,” etc. Tobacco industry documents were accessed from the Truth Tobacco Industry Documents database at the University of California, San Francisco. Robert N. Proctor’s Golden Holocaust, specifically Chapter 19 entitled, “Filter Flimflam,” provided several important reference materials. Lastly, court cases, news media, and various industry and public health websites regarding filters were reviewed.

A Brief History of the Filtered Cigarette

Filters were first used, dating back to the 1860s, to keep loose tobacco out of smokers’ mouths. In the 1930s and 1940s, they were marketed to protect smokers from ‘poisons’, such as nicotine, and were typically composed of paper, wool, or cotton. Subsequently, other porous and fibrous materials were tested, including silica gel crystal, cellulose, and porous clay porcelain. In 1936, Brown and Williamson commercialized the first American cigarette with a filter, calling it Viceroy. Although they were a popular novelty at first, filtered cigarettes did not affect unfiltered cigarette sales during the early 20th Century.

The ‘Health Scare’ and Filters

As the first concerns about the adverse health effects of smoking became evident in the 1940s and 50s, applied research on cigarette filters rapidly increased. By the mid-1950s, scientific evidence implicated cigarettes as a contributor to the reported
increase in lung cancer cases. In 1955, Sir Richard Doll identified multiple carcinogens in cigarettes including arsenic, 3,4-benzpyrene, and radioactive potassium. Around this time, tobacco companies’ research units were also identifying carcinogens in tobacco and tobacco smoke. A 1952 internal document from the Brown and Williamson Tobacco Corporation revealed that their research team had detected a carcinogenic compound, benzopyrene, in tobacco smoke. Alan Rodgman, director of fundamental research at RJ Reynolds Tobacco Corporation, sent a letter to a colleague confirming the presence of carcinogenic polycyclic hydrocarbons such as 3,4-benzpyrene in tobacco smoke. He also concluded that, ‘it is in the best interest of consumers for these compounds to be eliminated from tobacco smoke’. Helmut Wakeham, vice-president for Philip Morris’ science and technology department, reported a partial list of 40 carcinogens in tobacco smoke. He recommended a program aimed at reducing the levels of these cancer-causing compounds so that cigarettes would be ‘medically acceptable’. As tobacco companies focused on ways to eliminate carcinogens from their product, the research on filters increased in intensity. However, these internal efforts to identify carcinogens in tobacco were not reported because the industry refused to publicly acknowledge their presence in cigarettes.

Marketing of Filtered Cigarettes

In response to both internal and external research about the potential and real health consequences of smoking, cigarette companies expanded marketing efforts to suggest implicitly and explicitly that cigarettes could be safer with the addition of filters. In 1951, only 1% of cigarettes on the market had a filter. However, by 1958, almost half
of the cigarettes on the market included filters, and the Brown and Williamson Tobacco Corporation was selling tens of billions of Viceroy's. Other companies joined in commercializing filtered cigarettes, with Lorillard's Kent cigarette becoming a market leader. From 1952 to 1956, Lorillard sold Kent cigarettes with an asbestos filter (the 'Micronite Filter'), knowing that pieces of asbestos could break off and expose smokers to this known carcinogen. Despite concerns voiced by other tobacco companies and academic researchers, asbestos-containing filtered cigarettes that remained in stores were sold to the public even after Lorillard decided to stop making them. Although the American Tobacco Company was a major cigarette manufacturer, it did not include filters in their cigarettes until the 1960s, which resulted in it losing significant market share.

The industry's overall shift to filtered cigarettes continued into the 1960s because of two important historical events. First, in 1962, the United Kingdom's Royal College of Physicians published a report (Smoking and Health) highlighting the link between smoking and lung cancer, other lung diseases, heart disease, and gastrointestinal problems. It called for public health measures to reduce cigarette smoking and urged doctors to advise patients to quit in order to prevent illnesses caused and exacerbated by smoking. Second, the United States (US) Surgeon General's Advisory Committee on Smoking and Health published the first Report on the Health Consequences of Smoking in 1964. Based on evidence from more than 7,000 articles relating to smoking and disease, the Committee concluded that cigarette smoking is a cause of lung cancer and laryngeal cancer in men, a probable cause of lung cancer in women, and the most important cause of chronic bronchitis. The report also provided suggestive evidence
that smoking caused other illnesses such as emphysema, cardiovascular disease, and various other types of cancer. These reports resulted in enormous press attention and in subsequent actions to advise the public about the health consequences of smoking. These reports likely fueled the shift in tobacco industry marketing to emphasize the value of smoking filtered cigarettes.

The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) reported in its first congressionally mandated report in 1963 that filtered cigarettes were 58% of the market. By 1993, almost all manufactured cigarettes consumed in the United States were filtered (Figure 1). According to the 2020 FTC Cigarette Report, the market share for filtered cigarettes across all major manufacturers was 99.8%.28

**Figure 1. Market share and total annual cigarette sales of filtered and unfiltered cigarettes in the United States, 1925–1993**


*The Filter Fraud*
The tobacco industry documented early on the inability of filters to reduce exposure to harmful chemicals in smoke without damaging the cigarette’s marketability. In 1932, the research director of the American Tobacco Company wrote to the company’s vice president that the filter was not selective in filtering out harmful chemicals. He concluded that attempts to reduce delivery of harmful compounds in smoke would ultimately result in an unsatisfying cigarette.29 Similarly, according to an internal 1958 company memo, Philip Morris scientists recognized that selective filtration of harmful compounds was “a thermodynamic impossibility”.30 Further, in a 1961 presentation with his industry colleagues, Philip Morris’ Wakeham explained that available filters “did not permit selective filtration” of harmful chemicals. He went on to emphasize that there were carcinogens in almost every class of compounds produced by smoking.31 As for the cellulose acetate filter, industry researchers evaluated these in 1932 and determined that there was very little difference in nicotine content delivered between regular and filtered cigarettes.32 In 1962, Fred G. Bock and colleagues from Roswell Park Memorial Institute published a laboratory study showing that cigarettes with filters caused cancer in mice, just as with previous studies of animal exposure to unfiltered cigarette smoking. After publishing these findings, the tobacco industry ceased to fund further studies by Dr. Bock.33 The tobacco industry never shared with the public or researchers outside of the industry that filtered cigarettes were just as potentially harmful as unfiltered cigarettes.18

In 1957, US Congressman John A. Blatnik led an investigation on ‘false and misleading’ advertisements by tobacco companies on the implied benefits of cigarette filters. The Congressional committee concluded that the tobacco companies did in fact
deceive the public regarding the safety of their products.\textsuperscript{18} Filters were then a powerful yet fraudulent industry marketing tool even before the publicity surrounding the Royal College of Physicians’ and US Surgeon General’s reports.

In the \textit{Golden Holocaust} Chapter entitled, ‘Filter Flimflam’,\textsuperscript{18} Proctor summarized the three reasons why filters were part of almost all commercial cigarettes. These are: 1) to lower the cost of manufacturing (cellulose acetate is cheaper than tobacco leaf); 2) to keep tobacco bits from entering the mouths of smokers (probably the principal reason people had used cigarette holders in the past); and 3) to convince people into thinking that filtered brands were somehow ‘safer’ than unfiltered brands.

It is clear that the cigarette companies’ achieved marketing success in the 1950s and 60s through strategic advertising and efforts to ease increasing concerns over health risks associated with smoking. They were assisted at that time by free advertising in widely read sources such as \textit{Reader’s Digest} and with advertising touting filters’ efficacy in reducing ‘tar and nicotine’ in academic journals such as \textit{Journal of the American Medical Association}.	extsuperscript{34} Lower machine-measured tar and nicotine yields were thought by smokers to reduce cancer risks; “light,” “low tar,” and “mild” became key advertising messages despite growing evidence of increased risks for lung cancer and other diseases even with these efforts at lowering tar and nicotine yields.\textsuperscript{35} These fraudulent terms are now prohibited from use in the United States by the 2009 Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act, unless authorized by the US Food and Drug Administration for Modified Risk Tobacco Products.\textsuperscript{36}

\textit{Other Problems with Filters}
Aside from the ‘health scare’, tobacco companies became aware of other problems with not only the Kent Micronite product. According to an internal memo, the president of Philip Morris was aware of concerns related to inhaling fibers from the cellulose acetate filter as early as 1957. By 1961, Philip Morris began testing the extent of fiber breakage and fallout. In the early 1960s, the director of research at Philip Morris communicated to the chief executive officer of the company that all cigarette filters release fibers, as well as other cigarette components, that will likely deposit into the lungs of consumers. Nancy Ryan, an employee at Philip Morris who performed numerous tests related to cigarette filter particles, later received instructions to destroy records regarding her findings. A confidential disposal notice signed by Ryan confirmed that she successfully destroyed company records related to her projects. Subsequently, there has been careful evaluation of tobacco industry documentation, patent applications, and other scientific reports that have confirmed the problem of ‘filter fallout’ from today’s filtered cigarettes.

An additional refinement to the filter that would effectively lower the tar and nicotine levels measured by machine smoking was the ventilation of filters. This means providing small holes in the filter that allow the dilution of the smoke with air when the cigarette is puffed (Figure 2). Because smokers need to extract sufficient nicotine to maintain their addiction to this powerful drug, they are able to obstruct the vents, (so-called compensatory smoking) and puff more deeply, thereby obviating any reduced delivery of toxins or nicotine to the smoker. The addition of ventilated filters has clearly changed the pattern of smoking, including more intense puffing, and this has changed the pattern of lung cancer incidence in particular.
In 2001, the US National Cancer Institute (NCI) Monograph 13\textsuperscript{42} asserted that changes in machine-measured tar and nicotine yields in cigarette smoke (with the so-called ‘FTC Method’\textsuperscript{43}) did not reduce smokers’ actual exposure to tobacco toxicants. Chapter 6 (on ‘Cancer’) in the 2014 \textit{US Surgeon General’s Report},\textsuperscript{20} extensively reviewed the way changes in cigarette design, mainly the filter and its ventilation, have changed lung cancer incidence. The evidence demonstrated that the risk of lung cancer associated with smoking has increased over time, and in particular, the incidence of the more aggressive cell type of adenocarcinoma (Figure 3). The incidence of other cell types (small cell, in particular) declined due to widespread smoking cessation. The evidence was sufficient to conclude that the increased risk of lung adenocarcinoma among smokers results from changes in the design and composition of cigarettes since the 1950s; however, the Report did not specify which
changes these were. Nonetheless, there was suggestive evidence that ventilated filters and increased levels of tobacco-specific nitrosamines in modern cigarettes are the reason for this increase in risk, particularly among women.

Figure 3. Standardized incidence of lung cancer, by gender and histology (age adjusted to 2000 U.S. population), 1973–2010. (Source: USDHHS 2014)
Despite the accumulating evidence regarding the inability of ‘filters’ to eliminate toxic tobacco chemicals and the increase in lung adenocarcinoma that is likely attributable to the design changes in commercial cigarettes over the last 50 years, there still seems to be uncertainty among the public and some scientists about the health value of ‘filters’. One recent study concluded that smoking unfiltered cigarettes was “more harmful than smoking filtered cigarettes.” The researchers found that, “After adjustment, unfiltered cigarette smokers were nearly 40% (hazard ratio, 1.37; 95% CI, 1.10-1.17) more likely to develop lung cancer and nearly twice (hazard ratio, 1.96; 95% CI, 1.46-2.64) as likely to die of lung cancer compared with those who smoked filtered cigarettes.” However, it is critically important to recognize that this was a secondary analysis of data from a cohort study set up to assess the efficacy of tomographic screening in detecting lung cancer among high-risk smokers and not to assess the population-based risks of smoking unfiltered cigarettes. The limitations of this study need elucidation. These include: 1) the population included in the study was extremely high risk (men and women age 55-74 with >30 pack year [heavy smoking] history or quit within last 15 years); 2) there was limited adjustment for socioeconomic status (even though some variables such as education were available in the data set); and 3) the reported prevalence of unfiltered cigarette use in the study population was 11.4% (this indicates the lack of population representation—less than 1% of cigarette sales in the United States are of unfiltered cigarettes). Hence, this research letter does not provide population-based evidence that smoking unfiltered cigarettes increases the risks for lung cancer; instead, it suggests that there are multiple confounding factors among those at the highest risk for lung cancer that determine lung cancer mortality.
Conducting a study to directly measure the health effects of filtered vs unfiltered cigarettes would involve a clinical trial comparing exposures and incidence among those randomly selected to smoke filtered vs unfiltered cigarettes. To date, only a small pilot, proof-of-concept study has attempted such a controlled trial to assess perceptions, changes in topography, and changes in exposure to nicotine and some carcinogens. Preliminary data from this trial suggest that committed smokers, when switched to unfiltered cigarettes, smoke fewer cigarettes per day and experience less satisfaction from their smoking. They do not differ with respect to urinary cotinine (the main metabolite of nicotine).

**Anatomy of the Cigarette Filter**

Almost all commercial cigarette ‘filters’ are now made of cellulose acetate fibers (a plant-based plastic), paper, plasticizers, and sometimes activated charcoal. In 2011, Harris described the development and construction of the cellulose acetate filter in a Supplement to the journal *Tobacco Control*:

> “Cellulose acetate fibers are produced by treating raw cellulose, usually obtained from wood pulp, with acetic anhydride (a common acid reagent) in the presence of a catalyst. Cellulose acetate flake precipitates out of the reaction, which is then dissolved in acetone to yield a viscose solution. This solution is spun rapidly and allowed to extrude through small spinnerets into an area of warmed air where the acetone rapidly evaporates. Multiple solid, uniform strands of cellulose acetate filament are left behind. These filaments are combined into a ‘tow’: a ribbon
consisting of many cellulose acetate strands. The tow is packaged and shipped to cigarette manufacturers where it is machined into a continuous tube of cellulose acetate foam the diameter of a cigarette and cut into segments before being treated and affixed to the cigarette, an elaborate mechanical process that took years to perfect. Celanese Corporation and Eastman Kodak were two of the leading innovators in this area of filter research and development.”

By the 1950s, cellulose acetate was the most commonly used filter component. Chemical companies, primarily Hoechst Celanese and Tennessee Eastman, in cooperation with the tobacco industry, manufactured these filters. Over a period of two years, the production of cellulose acetate for filters increased from three million tons in 1953 to 22 million tons in 1955. Cellulose acetate filters are now attached to more than 99% of commercial cigarettes sold in the United States. Despite calls for their elimination based on environmental grounds, and the scientific evidence that they do not reduce harm to smokers, tobacco industry commentators assert that they are unlikely to be banned. Interestingly, the tobacco industry recognized that, by incorporating a filter into a cigarette, less tobacco was required to maintain cigarette length. This actually made the cost of manufacturing less than if there was only tobacco in the finished product. The filters cost less than the tobacco.

Other components: flavorings, colorings, carbon

There are other marketing gimmicks that have been incorporated into filters, including flavorings, colorings, and carbon. Capsules can be included in the filter
additive and crushed by the smoker to release flavor; these are most popular among young adult ages 18 to 24 years old.\textsuperscript{53} Capsules have historically been menthol flavored, but the flavors have expanded to be attractive specifically to even younger consumers. Flavored threads have also been incorporated into the filter itself to increase appeal and to differentiate brands of cigarettes.\textsuperscript{53,54}

As for colors, Claude Teague, lead scientist for RJ Reynolds Tobacco Corporation, summarized another important perception that was key to marketing filtered cigarettes:

\begin{quote}
The cigarette smoking public attaches great significance to visual examination of the filter material in filter tip cigarettes after smoking the cigarettes. A before and after smoking visual comparison is usually made and if the filter tip material, after smoking, is darkened, the tip is automatically judged to be effective. While the use of such colour change material would probably have little or no effect on the actual efficiency of the filter tip material, the advertising and sales advantages are obvious.\textsuperscript{55}
\end{quote}

Activated charcoal has been included in the cigarette filter additive as an attempt to reduce volatile compounds in mainstream smoke. Hearn et al. (2010) found that under standard machine smoking conditions, charcoal-containing filter additives were able to remove some phenols, tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs), and lower molecular weight PAHs. However, the more dangerous, higher molecular weight PAHs such as benzo(a)pyrene, were not removed by the charcoal.\textsuperscript{56} Polzin et al. (2008) found that the charcoal additive can reduce some compounds (e.g., tar, nicotine, carbon
monoxide, volatile organic compounds) from machine-generated smoke under standard conditions. However, the effectiveness of these reductions depends on the amount of charcoal included and the topography of human smoking. Ultimately, under more intense and realistic smoking conditions, the charcoal can become saturated, break off, and is no longer more effective for removing harmful compounds than the cellulose acetate filter alone.\textsuperscript{57} Nonetheless, smokers may perceive that charcoal filtered cigarettes are less risky than cellulose acetate filters alone, largely because of industry marketing efforts.\textsuperscript{58} A 1997 publication reported on a study of a popular brand of cigarettes (Lark) with a charcoal-containing filter.\textsuperscript{59} Charcoal granules were observed on the filter surface and were released from the filter when the cigarettes were smoked. During smoking, the toxin-containing charcoal granules were inhaled or ingested, and these contained toxic filtrates of tobacco smoke.

Talhout et al. (2018) described the effects of cigarette design features on smoke emissions, product appeal, and smoking behaviors as three factors that may determine a smoker's exposure to toxins and related health risks (Table 1).\textsuperscript{54} This review paper is informative regarding smoker behavior, especially its conclusion that cigarette design characteristics greatly affect consumer perception, behavior, and exposure to toxins in cigarette smoke. Extensive evidence regarding ventilation and porosity of the filter was also an important consideration. These design features appear to enhance product appeal by suggesting that they reduce the health risks of smoking, thus making it easier for young people to initiate smoking and reassuring smokers by enhancing the perception of a safer product. It is important to note that the \textit{elasticity} of smoking topography (how the cigarette design allows smokers to obtain their desired amount of
nicotine regardless of machine-smoked measurements) is established through ventilation. This elasticity negates the implication that low-tar, low-nicotine yielding cigarettes are in any way safer than unfiltered cigarettes. The previously cited report of a small randomized clinical trial of unfiltered cigarettes confirmed that those who smoked unfiltered cigarettes during the trial had greater nicotine effects and less desirable sensory effects than when they smoked filtered cigarettes.

Table 1. Summary of the Effects of Non-tobacco, Physical Design Characteristics on Smoke Emissions, Product Appeal, and Smoking Behavior*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Characteristic</th>
<th>Smoke Emissions</th>
<th>Product Appeal</th>
<th>Smoking Behaviors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased Filter ventilation and paper porosity</td>
<td>- Reduced per cigarette machine-generated emissions</td>
<td>- Perceptions of relative safety and lighter taste</td>
<td>- Compensatory smoking behavior: more intense smoking behavior resulting in similar or higher exposures to toxic and carcinogenic emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Less complete combustion</td>
<td>- Modification of sensory cues: less 'impact', 'mouth feel', 'throat hit' reduced perception of draw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Additives such as charcoal</td>
<td>- Reduced emissions of selected but not all smoke components</td>
<td>- Perceptions of relative safety. Modification of sensory cues.</td>
<td>- Compensatory smoking behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Flavor Capsules and flavor threads</td>
<td>- (Some evidence for) increased emissions of several gas phase smoke components</td>
<td>- Perceptions of relative safety and novelty, brand differentiation, more appeal (particularly for young people)</td>
<td>- Unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced circumference ‘Slim Cigarettes’</td>
<td>- Reduced emissions of selected but not all smoke components</td>
<td>- Perceptions of relative safety and high quality, more appeal (particularly for women)</td>
<td>- Some evidence for compensatory smoking behavior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Based on the history and anatomy of the filter, it now seems appropriate to consider defining this marketing tool differently. According to Google’s Oxford Languages online dictionary (https://languages.oup.com/), the definition of ‘filter’ is: “a
porous device for removing impurities or solid particles from a liquid or gas passed through it”. Given this specification for how filters should function, it may be better to consider cigarette filters as *product additives*. It is clear that although filters may change the machine-smoked measures of nicotine and other toxic chemicals as well as reduce some of the particulates produced when smoking cigarettes, they have not prevented exposure to tobacco smoke components that cause severe illnesses. If these additives had effectively functioned as ‘filters’ (i.e., removing impurities or solid particles from cigarette smoke), there would be scientific evidence that the risks of smoking-attributable diseases have declined since filtered cigarettes became normalized and market dominant. This is clearly not the case. The filter ultimately has become nothing more than a fraudulent marketing tool designed mainly to reassure smokers and young initiators that they are doing *something* to reduce their risks.

**Chemicals and ecotoxicity of filters**

The negative impacts of cigarette filters on ecosystems and the organisms inhabiting them is now a growing field of research. Most research reviewed here involves laboratory studies, and these include studies of microorganisms, insects, aquatic invertebrates and vertebrates, and birds.

*Filters as a source of microplastics*

Of growing concern are the microplastics derived from cigarette filters discarded into the environment. According to a report from the San Francisco Estuary Institute, cellulose acetate was one of the dominant fiber polymers identified in San Francisco
Bay Area urban runoff, and cigarette butts are likely the main source of these fibers. Belzagui et al (2021) estimated that roughly 0.3 million tons of cellulose acetate filters are disposed of annually worldwide. This estimate translates to approximately 1748.7 tons of cellulose acetate filters dropped into the California environment in 2019, which may eventually end up as microfibers. However, current methods of polymer identification do not clearly distinguish between cellulose acetate fibers and other cellulosic fibers such as cotton. Therefore, definitive attribution of cigarette butts to the findings of cellulose acetate fibers in aquatic environments requires additional research. Nonetheless, laboratory studies provide significant evidence of potential concern for microfibers derived from cellulose acetate cigarette filters.

A cigarette filter has 12,000-15,000 cellulose acetate strands, and when cigarette butts are discarded into aquatic or terrestrial environments, the fibers can detach and disperse into various aquatic ecosystems. Belzagui et al. (2021) modeled this process in a laboratory setting and estimated that a typical filter releases approximately 100 microfibers per day, most of which are less than 0.2 mm in size. These researchers further assessed the ecotoxicity of the microfibers from smoked cigarette butts by performing an immobilization test with *Daphnia magna* (the water flea). The researchers measured the concentration of smoked filter leachate that immobilized the organisms. (*Leachate* is a term used in environmental sciences that refers to a liquid containing dissolved or incorporated harmful substances that may enter the environment). They found that a lower concentration of cigarette butt leachate with microfibers (0.620 smoked filters per liter of water) was needed to immobilize the daphnids, compared to the concentration of leachate without microfibers (0.888 smoked...
filters per liter of water). Daphnid Immobilization is a common laboratory method to assess sub-lethal toxic effects of chemicals. This indicates that the breakdown of the filter into microfibers induced more toxicity than that from the filter without microfibers; in some cases, the presence of microfibers increased the toxicity of cigarette leachate four-fold.14

Microbial communities residing on coastal marine sediments are also vulnerable to alterations from exposure to cigarette filters. Quemeneur et al. (2021) demonstrated that discarded cellulose acetate filters can change the diversity of microbial communities by depleting some microbes and enriching others.63

The effects of exposure to leachates of smoked cellulose acetate filters on invertebrates has been studied using various mollusks, mussels, and flatworms. In one study, exposure to a concentration of five smoked cigarette butts (with cellulose acetate filters) per liter of water resulted in 60% to 100% mortality of multiple mollusk species and flatworms within five days.64 Lower concentrations of the leachate showed reduction in activity among these organisms.64 Green et al. (2021) tested the impact of cigarette butt leachate with two different filters (cellulose acetate and biodegradable cellulose) on mussels. Those mussels exposed to leachates from cellulose acetate filters had lower clearance rates (a measure of filtering capacity used in ecotoxicity testing as a sensitive and ecologically relevant sub-lethal endpoint) compared to mussels exposed to the other type of filter.65

Experiments with marine worms have shown that exposure to even low concentrations of cellulose acetate filter fibers and toxicants leached from them can have harmful impacts. Wright et al. (2015) demonstrated that marine worms exposed to
microfiber concentrations 60 times lower than those observed in urban run-off are at risk for negative behavioral and physiological changes, including longer burrowing time and significant weight loss. DNA damage was also twice that for exposed worms compared with unexposed worms.66

Lawal and Ologundudo found that mortality among frogs increased with exposure to leachate from filtered cigarettes.67 Their study found that smoked cigarette filter leachates are six and a half times more lethal to frogs and fishes compared to unsmoked filter leachates.67 Additional studies with fresh and saltwater fish have confirmed that smoked cigarette filter leachates are toxic, but even unsmoked filter leachates demonstrate toxicity at higher concentration levels.16 It has been shown that exposure is also associated with negative growth as well as physiological and behavioral changes.16,68

Chemical constituents were investigated in the leachate of smoked cigarettes using novel non-targeted analyses.69,70 Approximately 800 chemical constituents were detected in the fresh and saltwater leachates; nicotine was the most abundant, followed by diacetin and triacetin. Some alkaloids were bioaccumulative in rainbow trout exposed to the fresh water leachate; these included nicotine, myosmine, nicotyrine, and 2,2'-bipyridine.70 Thirty-eight compounds found in the saltwater leachate were identified in exposed mussels, including 2-furanmethanol, benzyl alcohol, cotinine, 4,4'-bipyridine, 2,3'-dipyridyl, ethyl pyrazine, 1-pyrrolidine carboxyaldehyde, 1-acetyl pyrrolidine, 2-hydroxy-3-methylethanone, and N-acetylpyrrolidone.69 The leachates of smoked cigarettes produced positive in vitro responses in these organisms for genotoxicity (increased activation of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor [AhR, a transcription factor that
regulates gene expression]) and cytotoxicity (on the Estrogen Receptor-p53 loop). This suggests a potential risk to human health through consumption of exposed biota.\textsuperscript{71}

There are very limited studies of terrestrial animals regarding exposure to discarded filters, but there are reports of cigarette butt consumption by pets, birds, and other wild animals (Figure 4).\textsuperscript{72} One notable study reported that certain birds used cellulose fibers from smoked cigarette butts to line their nests. While this can have short-term benefits by repelling ectoparasites (due to the remaining nicotine), further research reported negative long-term impacts. Suarez-Rodriguez and Macias-Garcia (2014) found genotoxic damage among the finches that was positively associated with higher proportions of cellulose acetate, along with the adsorbed toxins in the filters, in the nests.\textsuperscript{73}

**Figure 4. Black Skimmer feeding its chick a cigarette butt. (Photo: Karen Mason, Audubon Magazine, August 1, 2019)**

Novotny et al. (2011) reviewed human and animal poison control center data for reports of accidental ingestion of tobacco products, including filters.\textsuperscript{72} The authors
found that cigarette butt consumption by small children and animals is a frequent source of concern due to indiscriminate eating behavior. Veterinary reports of nicotine poisoning are uncommon, but domestic animals may consume butts and show serious gastrointestinal, central nervous system, and cardiovascular signs.

Plant growth and development are also susceptible to negative impacts associated with exposure to cellulose acetate filters. In a greenhouse study with perennial ryegrass and white clover, Green et al. (2019) found that plants exposed to smoked filters, unsmoked filters, or smoked filters with tobacco residue had significantly reduced germination success and initial growth. Alterations in chlorophyll content were also observed. In a later aquatic study, Green et al. (2021) observed lower chlorophyll content in mesocosms (experimental systems that examine the natural environment under controlled conditions) with exposure to cigarette butts with the cellulose acetate filter.

**Biodegradability**

Cigarette butts persist in the environment because the filter, although moderately photodegradable, is not readily biodegradable. The tobacco industry was aware of environmental concerns about the poor biodegradability of cellulose acetate filters for several decades; industry representatives disingenuously claimed that butts were not a litter problem because 'practically all the materials we use have a degree of biodegradability'. In 2000, a report was submitted to the Cooperation Centre for Scientific Research Relative to Tobacco (CORESTA) by the Cigarette Butt Biodegradability Task Force, which included members from Philip Morris and R.J.
Reynolds tobacco companies.\textsuperscript{77} The task force came to no definitive conclusions on methods to predict biodegradability of the cigarette filter, and their report cited technical difficulties and inconsistencies across laboratories as potential reasons for this. In one experiment, up to 26\% of degradation occurred over the course of a year in outdoor environments; however, these results were not reproduced across multiple laboratories, and the reports were not published in peer reviewed journals.\textsuperscript{77}

Bonanomi et al. (2015) published one of the few peer-reviewed scientific studies on the biodegradability of cigarette butts.\textsuperscript{78} The researchers measured the degradation of smoked cigarette butts across various natural conditions in both laboratory and field conditions (e.g., sand dunes, grasslands, etc.). Wood sticks were included in the degradation experiments as a slow decomposing standard. After two years of biodegradation, the average mass loss of cigarette butts was only 37.8\% of its starting mass. Furthermore, the most biodegradation occurred in the first month, with an average 15.2\% mass loss occurring in the first 30 days. The researchers attributed the low degradability of the cigarette butt to the cellulose acetate filter being resistant to microbial activity due to its high degree of acetylation.

The biodegradability of the cellulose acetate component of cigarette butts was recently assessed in laboratory studies by Belzagui et al. (2021). The researchers did not observe chemical decomposition of the filters under UV light over the course of a month in laboratory-created seawater conditions. No signs of chemical decomposition in the filters were observed after a year and a half of differing freshwater and sunlight conditions.\textsuperscript{14} These findings are consistent with Bonanomi et al.’s (2015) conclusions that the filter itself is responsible for the low biodegradability of cigarette butts overall.\textsuperscript{78}
Greenbutts, a research and development company in California, developed a filter, made of fibers including hemp, cotton flock, wood pulp and abaca (Manilla hemp), that would reportedly degrade in about one week. The stated corporate goal of Greenbutts is to address the pollution caused by discarded cellulose acetate filters. Another company in India has developed a filter for roll-your-own cigarettes that contains plant seeds. These discarded filters ostensibly will result in seedlings that grow into plants. The company also advertises its product as having absorbent properties for ‘taking up excess tar and nicotine’, again implying health benefits of these filters. There are no reports evaluating the ecotoxicity of these products, but it is likely that any filter material will leach out the same chemicals as detected in leachates of cellulose acetate filters.

Smith and Novotny (2011) reviewed tobacco industry documents regarding biodegradable filters. British American Tobacco (BAT) suggested that biodegradable filters would offer ‘outdoor convenience’ by ‘eliminating’ litter. Brown & Williamson concluded that the ‘perceived benefit’ of a biodegradable filter was ‘the ability to litter without guilt’. Tobacco companies continue to investigate how to create and market biodegradable filters. However, even if these efforts are successful, the environmental harms of discarded filters will persist, as toxic chemicals will continue to be leached from whatever type of biodegradable filter that is marketed.

Recycling schemes

Marinello et al. (2020) reviewed recycling schemes for cigarette butts. The researchers identified 37 publications describing butt recycling into re-usable products,
categorized according to output products. The categorizations were: infrastructure/buildings, energy storage, environmental engineering, chemical and medical industries, insecticides, metallurgical industry, and paper industry. *Infrastructure* was the category with most reported recycled butt products, with 31% of the studies describing recycling cigarette butts into building materials. Other products were for energy storage devices (19% overall), insecticides (17% overall), or environmental engineering products (14% overall). The remaining 19% of the studies reported cigarette butt recycling into materials that could be used in the metallurgical, paper, medical, or chemical analysis industries. Marinello et al. noted that there were no large-scale evaluations or experimental applications of these products.

Several of the reviewed studies reported the possibility of recycling cigarette butts into construction products, including bricks, with up to 10% of brick weight being recycled cigarette butts in one report.75 This results in bricks with lower density, and so the compressive strength of the brick may be inadequate. The use of recycled cigarette butts in asphalt and concrete has also been reported as well as in oil-absorbing materials for use in environmental cleanups. Cigarette butts have also been used as pesticides (due to the nicotine in them) in both their original form and after being transformed into a liquid solution or ‘tobacco dust’.

Although multiple studies have reported on the processing of cigarette butts such that they may be used in various consumer products, implementing these recycling schemes may not be feasible outside of the laboratory setting. Marinello et al. (2020) highlights the fact that collection of cigarette butts for commercial recycling purposes will require large-scale logistical systems for collection and transportation. The operational
requirements and monetary costs of recycling cigarette butts are not likely to be feasible or attractive to waste management companies or local jurisdictions. A more important consideration is the toxicity of both the cigarette butt substrate and the potential toxicity of the output products and/or byproducts of manufacturing. Smoked cigarette butts contain toxic compounds, and recycling them will not necessarily remove toxicity. Marinello et al. (2020) also cited a lack of information on toxicity and energy costs as disadvantages of a majority of the cigarette butt recycling strategies.75

Terracycle is New Jersey-based company that started recycling plastic bottles and other more difficult to recycle plastic trash in 2001. It collaborated in 2012 with tobacco companies, including Imperial Tobacco (Canada) and Reynolds American’s Santa Fe Natural Tobacco brand, to establish a volunteer-based cigarette butt collection program.84 Claiming to develop a new technology to reduce the toxicity of the end products (plastic pellets that could be molded into commercial products such as pallets and building materials), Terracycle continues to partner with tobacco companies as well as several local jurisdictions. These jurisdictions and volunteer ‘Cigarette Waste Brigades’ send the collected butts ‘using sturdy plastic containers or bags’ to the corporate offices. There they are decontaminated, separated from non-plastic components, and processed into plastic pellets.85 The safety profile of the transport and recycling processes is unknown as is whether there is a viable commercial market for plastic pellets made from recycled cellulose acetate filters. Additional regulatory concerns arise concerning the transport of cigarette butts across the country and for the costs that may be borne by communities in order to collect the butts for processing. The company provides funds to Keep America Beautiful, a non-profit organization also
subsidized by Philip Morris and Santa Fe Natural Tobacco, as part of its ecological corporate strategy.\textsuperscript{86}

**Knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs**

*Public knowledge of filters and attitude towards policies.*

Using a population-based sample of 2,979 adult non-smokers, former smokers, and current smokers, Patel et al. (2021) studied knowledge and beliefs around cigarette filters and how these factors are associated with support for policies aimed at reducing the environmental impact of discarded plastic filters.\textsuperscript{45} Only about a quarter of the participants (28.9\%) thought that cigarette filters contained plastic. Despite this gap in knowledge, 72.4\% indicated they support a litter fee, and approximately half (48.9\%) of the participants indicated that they support banning sales of cigarettes with filters altogether. The participants in this study who believed cigarette butts are not biodegradable and can harm the environment were more likely to support a litter fee incorporated into the price of cigarettes and/or banning filters altogether. Findings from this study also suggest that beliefs about filters making cigarettes less harmful endure. Stratified by smoking status, 33.2\% of smokers compared with 21.3\% of non-smokers believed that filters reduce the harmful effects of smoking (p<0.001).

Another study (Epperson et al. 2020) sought to assess knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs about the environmental impact of filters among a sample of young adults.\textsuperscript{87} Most respondents (89\%) agreed that filters are harmful to the environment and not biodegradable, but only 43\% knew that filters are made of plastic. Those who believed
that filters are harmful to the environment were more supportive of bans on sales of cigarettes as an environmental intervention.

Using data from a 2019 representative household survey of the German population aged 14 years and over, Kotz and Kastaun (2021) reported that the majority of both smokers and non-smokers did not know that cigarette filters were made of synthetic materials. 88

The previously cited Smith and Novotny study (2011) reported on focus groups with smokers conducted by the tobacco industry on knowledge and opinions about cigarette butt waste. 76 Most smokers knew that cigarette butts were not degradable, and found them ‘smelly and dirty.’ Smokers were loath to manage them as personal litter and cited conflicting reasons for discarding them improperly. For some, it was a conscientious behavior to stomp out a flicked butt on the sidewalk, and for others it was an act of rebellion. Interestingly, for some, flicking was done to minimize contact with a reminder of their nicotine addiction.

Smokers’ awareness of filter ventilation.

King et al. (2021) analyzed survey data from 11,844 participants who were daily smokers, non-daily smokers, and recent quitters across four countries (Australia, United States, Canada, and United Kingdom). 89 Approximately 40% of the participants reported being aware of filter ventilation; however, knowledge of filter ventilation was lowest among the daily smokers group. Among the 7,541 daily smokers, the subset of American participants (n=1604) had the lowest filter ventilation awareness, at 34%. Those participants who knew their product had a ventilated filter were 2.4 times more
likely to believe their cigarettes were less harmful. King et al. (2021), along with other researchers who have studied cigarette filters, call for banning of cigarette filters given that they create a false illusion of harm reduction.

Policy Options

The environmental concerns regarding TPW have increased with the recognition that the cellulose acetate filter, attached to almost all commercially marketed cigarettes, is a single-use plastic product that is the main component of TPW collected on cleanup campaigns throughout the world. This waste is of interest in particular to local agencies, communities, and organizations concerned with plastic pollution, hazardous waste management, and ecological protection. These concerns are then inevitably linked to public health efforts to reduce tobacco use overall, with a growing focus on the ‘Tobacco End Game’. This broad goal has created momentum to engage innovative approaches involving local communities and more aggressive tobacco control policies, including tobacco-product sales restrictions such as those in Beverly Hills and Manhattan Beach, California, which eliminate the sale of almost all tobacco products in these communities. Linking environmental advocacy surrounding the single use plastic and ecotoxicity issues of cigarette filters with tobacco control behavioral objectives may yield promising changes in terms of environmental protection and reduction of cigarette smoking in California.

There remains widespread misunderstanding about the protective value of the cellulose acetate filter as well as knowledge gaps about the lack of degradability of this cigarette additive. Studies cited above suggest that further public education is
necessary regarding the fact that the filter on almost all commercial cigarettes is poorly biodegradable plastic and that it has no health benefit. There is sufficient information, based on reviews by the US National Cancer Institute and the US Surgeon General, to dispel beliefs that the filter provides protection from cancers or other health consequences of smoking. Furthermore, changes in the cigarette design over the last 50-60 years have yielded an increase in the incidence of lung adenocarcinoma. This is despite reductions in overall cancer incidence among US smokers following widespread smoking cessation. A recent pilot study among committed smokers suggested that there was no change in nicotine exposure and that smokers experienced worse taste, less satisfaction, less enjoyment, more aversion, more harshness, and negative reinforcement after switching to unfiltered cigarettes. Measurement of biomarkers for carcinogens are still pending for this study, but such studies can add evidence and understanding about the role of the filter in sustaining smoking while not protecting against the harms of tobacco use. To answer the question about any changes in health risks if users only smoked unfiltered cigarettes, a large, longitudinal study comparing filtered and unfiltered cigarette smoking would be necessary. This is neither practically nor ethically possible.

There is a growing body of evidence citing the ecotoxicity, poor biodegradability, and ubiquity of the filter as trash and even as a hazardous waste product. There is also a growing concern that cellulose acetate filter waste contributes to microfibers and microplastics in the California aquatic environment. These ecological concerns can lead to regulatory efforts by communities to address TPW as hazardous or plastic waste through existing or new regulations. Further, on January 12, 2016, the California EPA
approved the State Water Resources Control Board's Amendments to the California Clean Water Act, directing that for oceans: "Trash shall not be present in ocean waters, along shorelines or adjacent areas in amounts that adversely affect beneficial uses or cause nuisance." And for the inland waters: "Trash shall not be present in inland surface waters, enclosed bays, estuaries, and along shorelines or adjacent areas in amounts that adversely affect beneficial uses or cause nuisance."  These Amendments will require local communities (as 'Permittees') to prevent trash greater than 5 mm from entering aquatic environments through storm drainage systems by 2030. This requires either full capture infrastructure or source reduction. This size requirement would apparently apply to cigarette filters, which are 20-30 mm long.

Hill et al. have reviewed various policy approaches to address TPW in general as an environmental hazard. These include *upstream policies* (shifting consumption, sales, and use patterns, thereby reducing the number of products sold, used, and then discarded); *midstream policies* (imposing additional costs or regulatory requirements on the consumption of the products); and *downstream policies* (mitigating, managing, or paying for the costs for cleanup imposed on the public by TPW). A few of the policy options described by Hill et al., (2022) are briefly presented here.

**Upstream Policies**

Banning the sale of filtered cigarettes is an upstream environmental solution to mitigate the microplastic and chemical pollution caused by discarded cigarette butts. This may be thought of in environmental science as 'source reduction.' This would not require new recycling structures, hazardous waste management systems, or collection
schemes. FDA regulatory authority expressly allows such sales restrictions at state or local levels.94 There have been a few attempts at state levels in California (and New York state) to ban the sale of filtered cigarettes on environmental grounds. In 2014, AB 48, submitted by an environmental leader in the California Assembly, Mark Stone, sought to ban the sale of single-use filters in California. The bill intended to substantially reduce the burden of cigarette butt cleanup for communities, protect beaches and wildlife, and reduce urban blight.95 Stone reintroduced the bill in 2018. Tobacco industry resistance and front groups caused these bills not to survive Assembly committee processes. In 2019, Senator Hannah-Beth Jackson introduced SB 424, which would have prohibited selling, giving, or furnishing to another person of any age in the state a cigarette utilizing a single-use filter made of any material, an attachable and single-use plastic device meant to facilitate manual manipulation or filtration of a tobacco product, and a single-use electronic cigarette or vaporizer device. This bill passed the California Senate but was again relegated to committee processes in the Assembly where it was withdrawn by the author.96 Current efforts to ban the sale and provision of single-use plastic products, including those targeting specific products such as plastic bags and straws, could be applied to cellulose acetate cigarette filters and other tobacco product-related plastic waste. Banning the sale of filtered cigarettes may not reduce smoking prevalence or all tobacco waste. What is certain is that this type of policy will decrease the plastic and toxic pollution from cigarette butt waste, whether due to reduced consumption or gradual changing normative cigarette product use. California Assembly members have again introduced legislation to ban the sale of single
use filters and other single use tobacco products (AB1690), and this legislation is currently pending in the Assembly Health Committee.³

Banning smoking in outdoor public spaces (such as beaches, outdoor restaurants, walkways, etc.) should help reduce the quantities of TPW discarded in these environments. Research from New York City indicates significant changes in observed smoking behavior resulting from a city-wide smoking ban in parks and beaches,⁹⁷ and such restrictions are very consistent with California state and local goals to reduce exposure to secondhand smoke outdoors.⁹⁸ In 2020, SB 8 was signed into law in California, which banned smoking in State parks and beaches, except on paved roadways or parking facilities, and prohibited the disposal of cigar and cigarette waste at parks and beaches unless in a waste receptacle Violation of this law is subject to a $25 fine. In addition, signage is required to support this law for all 280 state parks and 340 miles of coastline, but according to local sources, such signage has not been placed. Without signage, this law is unenforceable. Evaluation studies of such interventions are scarce, but increasingly communities are embracing such bans to reduce the public nuisance due to TPW and health risks of public outdoor smoking.⁹⁹

Midstream Policies

Because the costs associated with cleanup and prevention of TPW may be significant for communities, voluntary groups, individuals, or businesses, application of litter fees to tobacco product sales is a policy option to reverse the negative economic externalities of these costs. Annual TPW cleanup costs have been estimated ranging

³ See: https://legiscan.com/CA/bill/AB1690/2021
from $4.2 million in San Francisco to $19.7 million in Los Angeles. In 2009, San Francisco successfully applied and defended (against tobacco industry lawsuits) a $0.20 litter fee that would fund public education, enforcement, cleanup costs, and administration of a tobacco waste mitigation program for the city. This fee has increased substantially since then, and additional research is now underway to develop econometric models to accurately estimate both direct costs (such as cleanup and prevention costs due to TPW) as well as secondary costs (such as those that result from ecological damage, loss of pristine environments, and urban community degradation due to TPW).

**Downstream Policies**

Downstream policies include cleanup campaigns, installation of outdoor butt depositories, public education campaigns, recycling programs, marketing of 'biodegradable' filters, and litigation to recover costs of TPW damage to the environment. Cleanup campaigns serve an important purpose in terms of calling attention to the problem of TPW, but as pointed out, such cleanups, including those that collect butts for recycling, have very minimal impact on the total TPW burden. Butt waste receptacles have been installed in public outdoor spaces, mostly by voluntary groups, but the waste collected in these must be handled and disposed of (usually in landfills), and their use by smokers is irregular at best.

There is a clear need for public education campaigns, both concerning the poor biodegradability of the cellulose acetate filter and the lack of utility of this cigarette additive as a protection against the health consequences of smoking. As mentioned
above, biodegradable filters may reassure smokers that they are doing ‘something’ to prevent environmental contamination with the plastic filter waste, but in actuality, the ecotoxicity of the chemical leachates from such filters will still be a problem.

*Extended producer responsibility and product stewardship* are environmental concepts applied to the management of common waste elements such as unused paints, recyclable electronic products, mattresses, automobile tires, etc. These may in theory be applied to TPW and the cellulose acetate filter. Recycling schemes paid for by manufacturers, advanced recycling fees, and other environmental policies have been employed to manage other toxic waste streams. These concepts could assign accountability for TPW to manufacturers, distributors, and consumers of tobacco products. However, unlike other consumer products that might be managed with downstream approaches, it is not practical to completely collect and dispose of all toxic cigarette butts in the environment. Instead, filter-related TPW mitigation could involve upstream, midstream, and downstream policies, including litigation to address the public nuisance of TPW and the costs involved in prevention and abatement.

**Conclusions**

1. The cellulose acetate filter, as a primary, poorly degradable component of TPW, has no benefit in preventing the adverse health effects of smoking. It has been a fraud in terms of its implied health protections to smokers, while succeeding as an important marketing tool for the tobacco industry in its efforts to sustain cigarette smoking and deceive smokers since the 1950s.
2. The filter is likely a source of microplastics in the environment and may be a significant source of ecotoxicity as part of discarded tobacco product waste, even without attached tobacco remnants.

3. There are policy options available now to communities and the State that could reduce the environmental burden of discarded cellulose acetate filters and further denormalize smoking. These outcomes would jointly serve California’s near term environmental and public health goals.

4. In order to implement effective environmental and tobacco control options regarding cellulose acetate filters and TPW, additional public information and advocacy is needed to address misconceptions about the composition and health risks of cellulose acetate or other types of cigarette filters.
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